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ABSTRACT
Multivariate tests of fractionally integrated hypotheses are proposed in this 
article. They are a natural generalization of the univariate tests of Robinson 
(1994) for testing unit roots and other nonstationary hypotheses. The functional 
forms of the tests, based on the score, Wald and likelihood ratio principles are 
calculated in both, the time and the frequency domain. Some simulations based 
on Monte Carlo experiments are also carried out at the end of the article.
























































































































































































In this article I extend the univariate tests of Robinson (1994) to a general 
multivariate context, testing the presence of unit roots and other nonstationarities 
on the residuals in a multiple time series system. The multivariate case is 
relevant in order to analyze the interrelationships between different variables, 
and it can provide a more detailed insight into properties and stochastic 
behaviour than the univariate work. In particular, we will initially take the 
underlying 1(0) sequence to be contemporaneously correlated but uncorrelated 
in time, then going on to extend the treatment to a general case of 1(0) 
parametric autocorrelation. Multivariate tests for unit roots have been widely 
analyzed in the literature, and they are commonly related to the problem of 
cointegration, testing the number of common unit roots in a system of equations, 
(e.g., Johansen (1988)). The test statistics proposed here go beyond that in the 
sense that they will allow us to test not only unit roots, but also fractional roots 
of any order for each one of the time series analyzed.
We consider a multivariate regression model of form
Y, = Z,(8) + Xt, t = 1,2,..., (1)
with
X, = 0, t < 0, (2)
where the column vectors Y, and X, each has N components, and by 8 we mean 
a (K x 1) vector of real parameters, and Zt(5) is a (N x 1) vector of possibly 
non-linear functions of 8 and, in general a number of predetermined variables. 
We will assume that under the null hypothesis to be tested and described below, 
X, in (1) and (2) satisfies
*(£)* , = Ut, t = 1,2,..., (3)
where <f>(L) is a (N x N) diagonal matrix function of the backshift operator L, 
and U, is a (Nxl) 1(0) vector process' with mean zero and weak parametric 
correlation. We consider a given matrix function <l>(z;0) of the complex variate 
z and the p-dimensional vector 0 of real-valued parameters, where O(z;0) = O(z) 
for all z such that I z I = 1 if and only if the null hypothesis defined by
H0: 0 = 0 (4) 1
1 We define an 1(0) vector process U,, t = 0,±1,..., as a covariance stationary vector 




























































































holds, where there is no loss of generality in using the vector of zeros instead 
of an arbitrary given vector. In doing so, we can cast (3) in terms of a nested 
composite parametric null hypothesis, within the class of alternatives
for a given h“, given distinct real numbers w“, j=3,4,..hu on the interval (0,rc) and 
given real numbers Y, for j= l,—h“. Thus, a model like (3) will include a wide 
range of possibilities to be tested for each time series, such as 1(d) processes 
with a single root at zero frequency, if pu(z) = (1 - z)d ;2 quarterly 1(d) processes 
with four roots if pu(z) = (1 -z4)d; 1/f noise processes if pu(z) = (1 -z )l/2, etc.
We specify now O(z;0) in a way such that we take each diagonal element 
of O(z;0), p„(z;0), to depend on 0 but not necessarily involving all elements of 
0. To do that, we take
where for each combination (u,j), 0,- = 0, for some 1; and for each 1, there is at 
least one combination (u,j) such that 0,“ = 0„ where 0, corresponds to the l'h 
element of 0. This is a fairly general specification in the sense that we allow for 
duplications not only within equations but also across equations. Furthermore, 
this way of specifying <£>(z;0) permits us to specifically consider situations where 
0 is the same across all equations, and also the case when 0 is taken as strictly 
different for each equation. This will be illustrated with some examples in 
Section 4.
We adopt the normalization pu(O;0) = 1 for all 0 and u = 1,2,...N, and we 
assume that pu(z;0) is differentiable in 0 on a neighbourhood of 0 = 0 for all I 
z I = 1. Also we assume that for any u,v = 1,2,.,.,N
®(£;6)*t = u, t = 1,2,..... (5)
We take ®(z) to have uth diagonal element of form
(6)
det(Euv) < °o (7)

































































































for real X., and e(u)(X) as the conjugate vector of elu)(X). Note that the (p x 1) 
vector e(u)(X) is independent of 0 given the linearity of log pu(elX;0) with respect 
to 0 in (6). In particular, its real part takes the form
+ 6“; log| 2cos  ̂j + 5 log 12 (cos X - cos wy“) |, ̂li log 2sin-
for 1=1,..,,p and |X| < n, where ôj,1 = 1 if 0 “̂ = 0, and 0 otherwise. Condition 
(7) is not satisfied when testing unit roots nested in AR alternatives of form: 
pu(z;0) = (1 - (1 + 0)z), but it is satisfied by fractional alternatives of form: 
pu(z;0) = (1 -z )l+e, for example.
It should also be noted that under the null hypothesis, defined in (4), the 
model will be completely specified by (l)-(3), and it can be redefined as
= JT,(8) + U, (9)
where W,(5) = (Wlt(8);W2t(8);...;WNt(8))’, with Wu,(5) = pu(L)Zut(8). (9) is a 
very general form of a regression model which includes multivariate linear and 
non-linear models and simultaneous equation systems, and its possible non-linear 
nature is motivated given that in economics and the physical sciences, 
multivariate regression models that are essentially of a non-linear nature have 
frequently been proposed to describe phenomena that may be of a continuous 
nature but are sampled at equal intervals of time. (See e.g. Robinson (1972), 
(1977)).
The initial discussion of the tests will assume that Ut in (3) is a white 
noise vector process, so the only nuisance parameters will be the elements of 
Zt(S) in (1) and those of the variance-covariance matrix of Ut. Then, we will 
extend the tests to a quite general form of 1(0) autocorrelation in U„ which will 
include as specific examples, the type of multiple autoregressive-moving average 
(ARMA) models.
We will start by presenting the functional forms of the test statistics based 




























































































namely, the score, Wald and likelihood-ratio principles, and we will do so for 
the two situations mentioned above, that is, white noise and weak parametric 
autocorrelation in Ut. As usual, it should be possible to show that the tests 
based on these three principles will have the same null limit distribution ( a %p2 
distribution where p is the number of restrictions tested). However, we do not 
present rigorous proofs of the asymptotic properties, but rather informal 
statements. It will undoubtedly be possible to extend the asymptotic null and 
local distribution theory of Robinson (1994) for the scalar case, to our 
multivariate situation under natural generalizations of his conditions. Once we 
have obtained the functional forms of the tests, we will rewrite them for two 
cases of particular interest: First, when 0 in (5) is the same across all diagonal 
elements in O(z;0) and then, we will consider the case when 0 is strictly 
different for each element in <t>(z;0). Finally, some simulations based on Monte 
Carlo experiments will be carried out in order to study the finite-sample 
behaviour of versions of the tests. Appendices 1 and 2 show the derivations of 
the test statistics of Sections 2 and 3 respectively.
2. Score test for white noise U,
In this section I describe a score test for the null hypothesis (4) in a model 
given by (1), (2) and (5), under the presumption that U, in (5) is a vector 
sequence of zero mean uncorrelated in time random variables, with unknown 
variance-covariance matrix K. One definition for the score test is as follows. 
Let L(r() be an objective function (such as the negative of the log-likelihood) 
and take tj = (0’,u’)’, where tj = (0’,v’)’ are the values that minimizes L(tj) 












where the expectation is taken under the null hypothesis prior to substitution of 
v. However, the same asymptotic behaviour will be expected if we replace the 
inverted matrix appearing in (10) by alternative forms such as the sample 
average or the Hessian. For convenience in the derivation below, we will make 
use of the expected information matrix, so the score test will take the form
dL2(r\) l"1 dL(r)) ,
---------  —“----|0=O.
0T| dr)7 dr) v=v
( i d




























































































and a  = v(K), to be the negative of the log-likelihood based on Gaussian Ut. 
In Appendix 1 it is shown that (11) takes the form
S'  = T a ' ( A ' ) 1 a ‘ (12)
where a' is a (p x 1) vector of form
d ‘ = (13>
U =1 V =1 5 = 1
and !j/u) is obtained by expanding 
tJr(u)(X) = /îc[e(H)(À)] as £  ip'"’ cos Xs.
T- 1
*  -  e e < ™ » e | i - ± | * : (14)
ÔUÏ is the (u,v)lh element of K 1; ô uv is the (u,v)lh element of K; and Cuv(s;S) is 
the (u,v)th element of C(j(s), where
K  = l E  Û,(ô)Û,(5)'; Cÿ(s) = ± E  Ût{à)Û,JôY;
1 c i 1 c=i
Ût(8) = 0(L)Yt - Wt(8), and 8 must be at least a T1/2- consistent estimate of the 
true value 8.
Clearly, as in the univariate tests of Robinson (1994), concise formulas 
for V|/S(u) are available in some simple cases; for example, V(/S<u) = -s'1, when 
pu(L;0) = (1 - L)d+e, for any real d. However, we can also express the test 
statistic in the frequency domain and, under certain suitable conditions', 
approximate this to obtain an alternative, asymptotically equivalent, form, â1 in 
(13) can be written as
E * ”7  (e(u)(A) + eM(X ) ) I J \ - j ) d X ,
V=1
where e(u)(A.) is as in (8) and £,V)(X) is the conjugate vector of «*>(*•); iUv(^;S)is
1 These conditions are basically a generalization of those of Robinson (1994), requiring 




























































































the (u,v)th element in the cross-periodogram of U,(8) = (Ult(8);...;UNl(8))’:
Iuvt t , l )  = wu(X;b)Wv( ^ ) ,  wjtx-,&) = - A = E  u j b ) e a \
\ j2nT  <=i
where the line over WV(X;8) denotes complex conjugate. To see the previous 
result note that a1 in (13) can be decomposed into
U = 1 5 = 1 2  U = 1 V= 1 5 = 1
v*u




 f [ ( e (u)(X) + ew (X))IJX;b)dX,
5  =  1 ^  —IT
r-i
and E  + il»‘v,C„(s;6)) =
71 71
1  /  (e(a)(A) + eM(X))IJX;b)dX + I  /  (e(v)(A) + i (u)(A))/vu(A;8)^.
Also, under suitable conditions, keeping 6 UV and 6UV fixed, A' in (14) 
becomes asymptotically
e  e  6“XvE (15)
U = 1 V =1 5 = 1
and using Parseval’s relationship, this quantity can be expressed as
N N  ,  % N N
E E / (e(t>(A.)e(v)(A)/ + e^A)^)')^ = E E
i/-l v-1 u v- 1U =1 V=1
since (15) can also be decomposed into
N »  N
E d““d«aE = E
u=l c=1 ii=l Z  7TU =  1 5 = 1
N N
and l-£  £  a“ 6„, £  (♦ ,« ♦ » ' * -






























































































= E E i4 tt
v * ii
ev(X)eu(X)'dX.
Therefore, the score statistic in (12) can be approximated in the frequency 
domain by the expression
S f  = T af  (Af) '  af  
where
«=1 v=l r





- YA f  =
Af Af
2rE E




A.r = 27tr/T, and the sums on the asterisk are over A,r in M where M = {Z; -7t 
< X < n; X £ (P|-A.;P|+A,), 1= 1,2,...,s}, such that p,, 1=1,2,...s are the distinct poles 
on £(U)(X.) on (n,Tt] for u= 1,2,....N. Note that if, for example, pu(L;9) is given 
by (1-L)d+9, we calculate e(u)(A.r) as




, and Im[e, (A.r)] =
X . - n
with r=  1,2,...,T-1, (see e.g., Zygmund (1979), page 5).
We should expect that under some regularity conditions, (basically a 
natural generalization of those in Robinson (1994)), the test described below will 
have the same optimal asymptotic properties as Robinson’s (1994) univariate 
tests. These conditions impose a martingale difference assumption on the white 
noise vector U,;2 also W as defined in Appendix 1 must be a positive definite 
matrix; and pu(z;0), u= 1,2...,N must belong to Class H as defined in Robinson 
(1994), with EW(X) satisfying the same conditions as V|/(A.) in that paper. We 
believe that under these conditions, (12) and (16) will have a null limit xp2 
distribution, and under local alternatives of form Ha: 9 = 0T = 8 T m, a %p2(v) 
distribution with a non-centrality parameter v, which is optimal under
2 That is, E(U, I B,_,) = 0 and E(U, U,’ I B,,) = K, where B, is the a-fie Id of events 





























































































Thus, a large-sample 100ot%-level test for rejecting H0 (4) against the 
alternative: H,: 0 * 0 ,  will be given by the rule: "Reject H0 if Sl ( or Sf) 
> X2p,a". where P ( Xp2 > X \ a ) = «■
3. Score test for weakly parametrically correlated U,
The test statistics presented in Section 2 can be robustified to allow 
weakly parametrically autocorrelated U,. We can consider the model in (1), (2), 
and (5), with Ut in (5) as a vector process with N components generated by a 
parametric model of form
Ut = t = 1,2,..., (19)
j - o
where e, is a vector white noise process, and K is now the unknown variance- 
covariance matrix of et. In relation with (19), the corresponding spectral density 
matrix is
f(* ;t) = -^-k(A;t) K k(A;T)\ (20)
2 71
where k(A;i) = E A(i; T)e a i, and k* means the complex conjugate 
j~o
transpose of k.
A number of conditions are required on A and f in Appendix 2 when 
deriving the test statistic; their practical implications being that though U, is 
capable of exhibiting a much stronger degree of autocorrelation than multiple 
autoregressive moving average ARMA processes, its spectral density matrix 
must be finite, with eigenvalues bounded and bounded away from zero. Thus, 
it cannot include fractional processes with positive or negative differencing 
parameters.
By extending the argument in Section 2 and Appendix 1, we show in 
Appendix 2 that, under Gaussianity of U„ an approximate score statistic for 
testing (4) in (1), (2), (5) and (19) is





























































































z  1 r u=l v=l
6 =
and B is C - D’ E 1 D, where
N
c = ^ E E
Z 1  r u,v=l
1 * N a f  o
6 '  ■ ~ T £  ( S W ' W  )r < ^ >  ^ t f 2 '
^  ^ r u,v=l GT
and
(E)„ — E tr2T ,
Vin - . - 3f(Xr; f ) X
f (*r;x)—-— f (A.r;x)
dx dx
IUV(A.;8) is the (u,v)lh element of the periodogram of U„ Iy^jS), as was given in 
Section 2; fuv(Xr;t) and f v(A.r;f) correspond to the (u,v)lh elements of f(^r;f) 
and f  '(X^t) respectively, with
f(A.;f) = ^-k(A .;t) K k(A;t)*
2  i t
and
t  = argminTeT. Elogdet f(Xr;t)  + tr [ f_1(Xr;x)Iu(A.r;a)
< ^  r ,
where T' is a compact subset of q-dimensional Euclidean space.
(22)
We can see that the test statistic obtained in (21) becomes (16) when we 
consider the case of white noise Ut. In such situation, fuv(A.r;x) = 6 llv/27t, and 
rX V c) = 27tduv. Then,
* N N
+ y ^ ) U M ) * v
*■ r n = 1 v = 1
y E E ^ vE ( ^ A ) - ( v A ) ) U M )  = a f in (17).






























































































C= A f in (18),
^ 1 r 11 = 1 v-l
and finally, D and E are now zero matrices, so we have that S in (21) takes the 
same form as Sr in (16).
Extending the conditions in Robinson (1994) to this multivariate context, 
we should expect that, allowing a martingale difference assumption on
e, in (19), with £ " i 7 1/2 M (/';t) |  < oo, where ||A|| means any norm
for the matrix A, for example the square root of the maximum eigenvalue of 
A*A; with W as a positive definite matrix; pu, u= 1,...,N, satisfying the same 
conditions as in Section 2; and fuv(A,;x), and 3fuv(A,;x)/3x satisfying a 
Lipschitz condition in X of order q > 1/2, for all u,v= 1,...,N, then, under Hc (4): 
S —>d XP2 as T —> °°, and S should also satisfy the same asymptotic efficiency 
properties as S' and Sf in Section 2.
4. Particular cases of the score tests
In the preceding sections we have presented three different versions of the 
score test statistic: (12), which corresponds to the time domain representation 
of the test for white noise Ut; (16), which approximates (12) in the frequency 
domain; and (21) which is the frequency domain version of the test statistic for 
weakly parametrically autocorrelated Ut. In this section we consider two 
particular cases of interest for each version of these tests. The first case 
corresponds to the test statistic when we take 0 in (5) as a (p x 1) vector 
containing exactly the same elements across all diagonal elements in <t>(z;0), 
while the second case takes this vector 0 as strictly different for each diagonal 
element in ®(z;0).
We illustrate this with two simple examples in a bivariate model: First 
we test if one of the series is an I(d,) process and if the other is I(d2). Thus, we 
consider that both series have a root at the same zero frequency, though with 
different integration orders. In the second example, we consider that the series 
might differ in the number of roots in its bivariate representation. Thus, we test 
the same hypothesis, (I(d,)), for the first series and a quarterly I(d2) process in 
the second one. Therefore, the model will be specified, under the null 


































































































,  o ( 1  -  i f 1 , X 2 ,2 t )
and in the second as
( 1  ~ L f
( X  Ït % :




where X, = (Xlt,X2t)’ = 0 for t<0,  and U, = (Ull,U2l)’ follows an 1(0) process.
4.a Same 6 across the equations
We consider the model in (1), (2), and (5), but now we take 4>(z;0) to be 
of form such that its uth diagonal element is
p u( z ;  0 )  =  O  -  z ) (1
n “ + 0 
^  (1 -  2cosvv z + z 2) 1' 
j -3
and for each j, 9,j = 0, for some 1, and for each 1, there is at least one j such that 
0y = 0,. Therefore we take the parameter vector 0 to be exactly the same across 
all equations in (5), and the difference between one equation and another comes 
now through the coefficients Y! for i=l,2,...,hu and u=l,2,...,N. Thus, in the first 
example, the model will be specified as
\
0 ( X II
' K
, o G  - L ) d^ , X-UIt) U 2t,
and we will test here the null hypothesis, H0: 9 = 0, against the alternative, Ha: 
0 * 0. Given that in this case 0 is a scalar, we can also consider one-sided 
tests for the same null hypothesis against the alternatives: Hal: 0 < 0 or Ha2: 
0 >  0 .
In the second example, the model will take the form
( 1  - L ) ‘, ‘ * e ' ( l  + Z ,)02( 1  + L 2) 6} 0
( x




























































































which, under the null hypothesis, H0: 0 = (0,,02,03)’ = 0, becomes (E2), implying 
that X2t behaves as a quarterly I(d2) process, and therefore, with all roots with 
the same integration order d2. Clearly we could also have tested a model, 
allowing different integration orders at zero and at seasonal frequencies.
This specification is a particular case of the general model presented in 
Section 1 where now
31ogp (e‘A; 0)
eM(Jl) = ----  39  ~  = £(A) f ° r aU “ = 1>2’" ’M (23)
(23) implies that ^  for all u= 1,2,...,N, and then, we can immediately
describe the functional forms of the three test statistics. Starting with white
noise U„ substituting (23) in (12) - (14), 
statistic is
S '1 = T a 111 w ' r 1 a '1
where
T-1 N N
a 1' = E
5 = 1
* , E  E  ° “ v C J s ; 5 )  =
U=\ V = 1
and
r-i ,
o  \ N N
-  Es=\ \ i - - w :e e ^ ^1  ) « = 1  V = 1
Expressing now the test statistic 
representation
S '1 = T a? '  {A?)  ' a ' '  
where
&“VE  ( ^ , ) + € ( W * v( V
1 u = l r
the time domain version of the test
(24)
" E  +, tr [K C ^ ) ] ,
S = 1
■ "S H M
in terms of its frequency domain
(25)
* r
H ^ )e (A r) '+e(Ar)i(Ar) ' ) f :  6 " - d „ = i E  e ( * , W E
r u = l 1 r U = 1 
V = 1




























































































Finally, allowing weak parametric autocorrelation in U„ substituting (23) 
in (21), we obtain that the test statistic is
S l = T b 1' [ C 1 -  D 1' E ~ l D ' ) ' 1 b'  (26)
where
b' = ~  E (e(K) + i(^))E E IJK & nK rt =
r u= 1 v=l
W E  E  = ^ E  ^ a r)
1 r u=1 v=l * r
and
c 1 = y - E  ( e a r) i a ry  +
^  r  m=1 v=l
|  E w w 7 =
2M E  tKAr) lira/,
AT W C ( ^ )
= T TE ( ^ ) - W ) E E r ( M )  , ,
r  ii= l v=l O T
- ± E W
■* r
tr / a .  t)
dx,
\tr




— E fr 2 r r
. ^ d A K &  




4.b Different 0’s across equations
A second case of interest might be when we take the (p x 1) vector 0 
appearing in (5) to be equal to (01 ;02 ;...;0N)’, where 0“ is a (pu x 1) vector 
affecting only the uth equation. That is, the vector of parameters involving 0 
will be strictly different for each equation. We can now write down the ulh 




























































































pu(z;0“) = ( i  -z) “ d +z)Y2(
h “
][ (1 -  IcOSWjZ + z 2) '
>»3
(30)
where for each j, 0,'1 = 0“ for some 1, and for each 1, there is at least one j such 
that 0," = 0“. Thus, in the first of the examples mentioned above, the model will 
be of form
(1 - L f * 6'
\
0 (x A11 II ' K
0 (1 - L ) ^ \ 21)
with 0 = (01; 02)’ = (0|; 0f)’, and in the second example
( l -L)d,\ l + L ) 6Xl+L2)6' 0 'K
0 (1 -L )^ 9‘(1+T)A-*9'(1+L2) ^ X 2.J
with 0 = (01; 02)’ = (0| ,0j ,0j; 0; ,02,02)’.
Again this way of specifying the model is a particular case of the general 
model presented in Section 1. We need to define the (pu x 1) vectors
dlogp (e1*; 0“)
C(“) W  = ~ d T -------- 5 / ( “,W  = J fe [e M(A)L
for all u = 1,2,...,N, sharing the same properties as e(ul(A.) and V|t(u)(A.) in Sections 
1-3. To show that this is a particular case of the general specification given 
before, we just need to note that
= p u (31)
where Pu is a (p x pu) matrix of l ’s and 0’s of form 
( 0
and substituting (31) in (12), (16) and (21) we can easily obtain the functional 




























































































domain representation, and noting that = p^ f^u) where f^u) comes from 
expanding f  (X) as cos X s, the test statistic takes the form
S=1
S '2 = T a '2' (A'2) '1 a '2 (32)
where &' > w i t h  K  =  -  £  d“vE
and A '2 =
«11 • ■ « 1 N
« w  • ■ d NN)
, with a ‘uv = o“X v £  (33)
The corresponding test statistic in the frequency domain representation is 
S /2 = T&f2\ A f 2y '  a ' 2 (34)
where a fl =
J 1
df2
\°-N  H /
, with o f  = ^ £ ^ E e (a)a X v M ) .
1 v=l r
and
A ?  =
with
' . /  . /a n ... a1N
&N1 ■■■ «MV
(35)




























































































Finally, the test statistic in the frequency domain for weakly 
parametrically autocorrelated U, takes the form
S 2 = T b 2' [C2 -  D 2\ E ) 1D 2)"1 b 2 (37)
b 2 = K
h 2N j
with bl  =
c2
'11 "•  IN




D 2' = K
K ,
with
K  = - - R eT E ^ f) E f M
IV,, d f J X ^ x )
v=i a t




Once we have obtained the functional forms of the score test statistics, we 
can use and extend the derivations of previous sections to obtain representations 
of the tests based on the Wald and likelihood-ratio principles. In this section we 




























































































studied before, i.e., the time domain and the frequency domain versions of the 
tests for white noise Ut, and the frequency domain representation when U, is 
weakly parametrically autocorrelated.
5.a Wald test for white noise Ut
Here we describe a Wald test for the null hypothesis (4) in the model (1), 
(2), and (5) under the presumption that U, in (5) is a vector sequence of zero 
mean uncorrelated random variables, with unknown variance-covariance matrix 
K. Recalling from Section 2, q = (0’,8’,a ’) \  L(r|) is the negative of the log- 
likelihood based on Gaussian Ut, (with a minimum at q = q), and given the 
asymptotic block diagonality of the second derivative matrix of L(q), (see (A 13) 
in Appendix 1), a general form of the Wald test can be written as
though any other Tl/2-consistent estimate of q, under (4) could also be adopted
We start by specifying the test statistic in its time domain representation. 
Denoting q any admissible value of q, the negative of the log-likelihood, apart 
from a constant, can be expressed as
where Ut(6,8) = <1>(L;0) Y, - W,(8), and the supscript Y on L(q) indicates the 
time domain form of the log-likelihood. By the same arguments as those given 







N T- 1 T-s N
u= l s= l f= l v=l m = 1
where cfuv = {K (a )1 }uv and UUI(0,8) is the u,h element of U,(0,8). Taking now 
the expectation in this last expression, evaluated under the null (4) and at 8 = 




























































































N N T- 1
( T - s )  E E E 6UV E(Uui(5 )U J 6 ) )  =
U = l  V =1 s = 1
rE E °“V̂ E
M=1 V =1 S = 1
given the uncorrelatedness in Ut.
(43)
Substituting now (43) in (41), we obtain that a Wald test statistic in the 
time domain context takes the form
W ‘ = T 6 1' A ‘ d \ (44)
where 0! is obtained throughout the minimization of L‘(r|) in (42), using Tl/2 - 
consistent estimates 8 and ft, under the null hypothesis (4), and
A’ -
S=1 V 1 )  ll-\  v= 1
that is, adopting the same form as in (14).
For the frequency domain version of the test statistic, we can approximate 
the negative of the log-likelihood function as
M n )  = |lo g d e tJ J -A :(d ) j  + (45)
where I,j(A.r,0,8) is now the cross-periodogram of 11,(0,8) evaluated at A.r=27tr/T.
Starting with the derivation with respect to 9,
0Z/(fj) _ 0 ‘
0 0 0 0
* E  tr [ W 1/ ^ ^ ; * ) ]
V r
N N
« E  —  vec'(/„(A,;0;6)) v e c ^ d ) '1) =  ^ E E E  "v dv“,
r U 0  )  r “ = ‘ *-l 00
and using the same arguments as in Appendix 2, under suitable conditions, this 
last expression becomes asymptotically






























































































and thus, d2 Lf(r|) Id 0 d 0’ evaluated at 0 = 0 and at 8 = 8 becomes 
asymptotically
" E E E  + s , ( ^ ) H s A )  + eM(K )) 'L (K * '> * vu’
r u - \  v=l
whose expectation for large T will be given by
l  £  E £  + S)(^»(S)(^) + s,(^))' 6uv«v“-
^  r u=1 v=l
Therefore, a Wald test statistic in this context will adopt the form 
Wf  = T A f  & (46)
where 0f is obtained now throughout the mininimization of Lf(r)) in (45) with 
T1/2 - consistent estimates 8 and d. under the null, and
T ^ E E E ( s A >  + S )(^> ) ( ^ K ) + * " à „
T U - Ï  V=1
Â7
= t ^ e e e  { * a K ) z M( K y + 6 “v d ->r H=i v=i
by the same arguments as those given in previous sections.
5.b Wald test for weakly parametrically correlated U,
Analogously to what we did for the score test, we can now robustify the 
test statistic in (46), to allow for weak parametric autocorrelation in Ut. We take 
U, as in (19) and again here, the same conditions as those given in Section 3 
and Appendix 2 will be required on U, to obtain the test statistic. Recalling T) 
from Section 3, the Wald test in this context will take the form
e' f08 e i -
lT | -T )
where f| is the value that minimizes L(r|) in Appendix 2, though again any other 
Tl/2-consistent estimate can be adopted, and
F 66 = f  -  f  F~l Fr  *00 *0T r it
where F




























































































is the expected information matrix. Now, given the derivations carried out in 
Appendix 2, a Wald test statistic will adopt the form
W = T Q ' ( C - D '  (£) 1 D ) 6 (47)
with C,D and E as in (21), t  as in (22) and 0 obtained by minimizing L(r|) in 
(B4) in Appendix 2 with t  = f .
5.c Particular cases
We can stress the two cases of interest mentioned in Section 4. First, we 
consider 9 is exactly the same parameter vector across all equations in (5). The 
test statistic for white noise U, in the time domain representation takes the form
w ' 1 = t  e‘u (A 1') e (1 (48)
with A ‘‘ = N Y ,
and 0(1 as in (44) but minimizing L‘(t|) with 4>(L;0) as defined in Section 4.a. 
The frequency domain version is
Wf ' = T ( Af ') ¥  (49)
with as in (46), and A- ' = ^  t|t(A.r) 'KXr)/,
^  r
and if Ut is weakly parametrically autocorrelated, the test statistic becomes
Wl = T 01' (C 1 -  D u (£)-' D l) 01 (50)
with 0' as in (47), and C1, D1 and E as in (27), (28) and (29) respectively.
Finally, we consider the different versions of the test statistics when we 
take the parameter vector 0 to be strictly different for each equation in (5). The 
time domain representation for white noise U, is
W ,2 = T  0<2/ (A <2) 0'2 (51)
with 0t2 as in (44), i.e. minimizing (42) under the null hypothesis (4) and using 




























































































The frequency domain version of the test statistic is
w fl = T of1' (ÀfZ) &2 (52)
with S'2 as in (46) and An as in (35) and (36); and finally, if U, is weakly 
parametrically autocorrelated, the test statistic becomes
with 02 as in (47) and C2, D2 and E as in (38-40).
6. Likelihood ratio tests
We can also compute pseudo likelihood ratio test statistics under the same 
situations as in previous sections. Starting with the case of white noise U,, a 
pseudo log-likelihood ratio test will adopt the form
LR = 2 (L (fj)- L(rj))
where L(r|) is the negative of the log-likelihood; f) = (O’; 8’; &’)’ as in Section 
2, and f| = (S’; 8; a ’)’, where 6 minimizes L(0’; S’;6c’) and a  is obtained using 
0 and 8. First we concentrate on the time domain version of the test. From 
previous sections, we can write
W2 -  T  02' (C 2 -  D 1' (£)'* D 2) 02 (53)





























































































T -  NT= — log detec t) + (55)
Using (54) and (55), we can write a pseudo log-likelihood ratio test statistic as





«■(&) = ^  £  ^ 8 ) ^ 8 ) ' .
* r=l
U,(8) = U,(8), and 8 is as given in Section 2 (i.e., a T l,2-consistent estimate of 
8 under the null hypothesis) , and
1 T
K(a) = - ± £  U f i ' & U f i j ) '
T  i
and 0' obtained throughout the minimization of L‘(r|) based on 8 and &.
Similarly, we can derive the test statistic in its frequency domain 
representation. Again from previous sections we have that
Lf(r\) = ^ lo g d e t |^ - £ ( d ) j  + t r[K(ay{
-NT Tlog2n + —log d e te c t) + ntr
T NT= C + -Mogdet(Ar(a), where C = - ^ - ( 1 -log2rt)
and similarly,
L f(r\) -  C + ^ lo g d e t/f(d ).
Thus, a pseudo LR test statistic in this context can be approximated by































































































*(&> = f E W )
and
* ( 5 )  =
■* r
and 0f minimizes the frequency domain version of the log-likelihood based on 
8 and ft.
Extending the tests for weak parametric autocorrelation in U,, the test 
statistic takes the form
LR = T  log (58)
d etec t)
where
m )  = ^ E ' r i y ^ T ) 1 f ^ s ) ]
■* r
and
* ( 5 )  = ^ £ ' r [ / ( M )  1
•* r
with f, t, 0f and 8 as they were given in all previous pages.
Finally, for the two particular cases considered in Section 4, the test 
statistics will take the same form as in (56), (57) and (58) with the only 
difference in the specification of the matrix ®(L;0) appearing in (5).
7. Finite sample performace
In this final section we examine the finite sample behaviour of some of 
the test statistics presented in previous sections, by means of Monte Carlo 
simulations. All calculations were carried out using Fortran and the NAG’s 
library random number generator, on LSE’s VAX computer. Given the variety 
of tests and the number of possibilities covered by them, we concentrate on a 
bivariate model where the null hypothesis will be two time series following a 




























































































' (1- L)1+e’ 0 ' XAlt 'Un'
, o (1- L)1 02 , x?t2t J
t = 1,2 (59)
X, = (Xlt, X2t)’ = 0 for all t < 0, 
where under the null hypothesis given by:
h„: e = (0,, e2)’ = o,
(60)
(61)
U, = (Ult, U2l)’ will be initially, a white noise vector process with mean zero and 
variance-covariance matrix X. First, and without loss of generality, we assume 
that X = I2, but we also present results, for a given positive definite matrix X, 
in order to check if the test statistics are robust for a different specification of 
X. We look first at rejection frequencies of the score test statistic given in (32), 
for fractional alternatives, where (0j)i=12 in (59) takes values: -0.8; -0.6; -0.4; - 
0.2; 0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6 and 0.8. Then, we generate Gaussian series for different 
sample sizes (50, 100 and 200 observations) taking 5000 replications of each 
case, and present results for four different nominal sizes: 10%, 5%, 2.5% and 
1%. The reason for focusing on the test statistic given in (32), (i.e., the time 
domain version), rather than in its frequency domain representation (i.e., (34)), 
is that the latter form of the test statistic is much more expensive 
computationally in terms of CPU time. We know that in finite samples, the 
results of the two test statistics can vary substantially, though asymptotically the 
difference will be negligible.
In Table 1 we present rejection frequencies of the test statistic S'2 in (32) 
when X = I2, for three different sample sizes (T = 50, 100 and 200) and a 
nominal size of 10%. Tables 2-4 are similar to Table 1 but with nominal sizes 
of 5%, 2.5% and 1%, respectively. Looking across these tables, we see that the 
sizes of the tests are too small in all cases, however they tend to improve as we 
increase the number of observations. For example, we observe in Table 1 (a 
= 10%), that when the sample size is 50, the size is 3.3%, but increases to 5.3% 
when T = 100, and to 7.2% when T = 200. Similarly in Table 2 (a  = 5%), the
(Tables 1 - 4 about here)
sizes are 1.2% for T = 50, 2.0% for T = 100, and 3.2% for T = 200. The same 
behaviour is observed in Tables 3 and 4, with all sizes smaller than nominal 




























































































small departures from the null (61), we observe that these rejection frequencies 
increase strongly, especially when the sample size is large (e.g. T = 200). This 
increase is more marked when 9, and 02 take the same value, though it is also 
noticeable when 0, and 02 are different. In Table lc (T = 200, a  = 10%) we 
see that the lowest rejection probability, apart from that of the true model (0, = 
02 = 0), is 0.827 which is obtained when 9, = 0 and 02 = -0.2, and becomes 
0.993 when 9, = 02 = -0.2. Similarly in Table 2c, (when T = 200 and a  = 5%), 
the values for the same alternatives are 0.671 and 0.997; in Table 3c (a  = 
2.5%) are 0.495 and 0.941, and in Table 4c (a  = 1%) 0.279 and 0.848.
Another remarkable feature of these results is that when the sample size 
is small (e.g. T = 50), it seems that there is a bias toward positive values of 0, 
and 02. This bias is especially clear when the nominal size is also small. We 
can see through Tables 2a, 3a and 4a that if 0, and 02 are both greater than or 
equal to 0, rejection frequencies are always greater than those obtained when the 
values of 0, and 02 were less than or equal to 0. Taking nominal sizes of 2.5% 
and 1%, this bias also appears for a sample size of 100 observations (Tables 3b 
and 4b); however, increasing the sample size to 200 observations, the bias tends 
to disappear. A particularly poor result is obtained in Table 4a (T =50; a  = 
1%), when 0, (or 02) is equal to 0 and 02 (or 0,) is negative. In such situations, 
the rejection probabilities never exceed 0.100. Again these results improve 
considerably when we increase the sample size to 100 or 200 observations 
(Tables 4b and 4c). Finally we observe that in all cases, rejection frequencies 
increase with absolute value of 0 and with sample size T, and when T = 200, 
the rejection probability of 1 is obtained in most of the cases when |0; |l=l 2 > 0.4 
for a  = 10% and 5%, and when 10( |i=, 2 -  0.6 for a = 2.5% and 1%.
Tables 5-8 report rejection frequencies of the same statistic as above, but 
now we take X as a positive definite matrix of form: [(1,1)’; (1,2)’]. In doing 
so, we can see if the test statistic is robust to a different specification of the 
variance-covariance matrix of the differenced residuals. Table 5 is the 
counterpart of Table 1 for the new variance-covariance matrix X. Similarly, 
Tables 6-8 corresponds to Tables 2-4 above. We observe now that sizes are 
slightly greater than before, but again too small with respect to nominal ones 
though increasing with the sample size T. In Table 5 (a  = 10%), we see that
(Tables 5 - 8  about here)
sizes are now 3.9% for T = 50; 6.1% for T = 100; and 7.5% for T = 200. 
Across Tables 6-8 we see that in five cases (Tables 6c, 7b, 7c, 8a and 8c), sizes 




























































































and 8b) they are slightly greater, but not exceeding in 0.02% those results 
obtained across Tables 2-4. A bias for positive values of 0, and 02 is again 
observed when nominal sizes and sample sizes are small; however, the 
pathological cases observed in Table 4a have now disappeared (Table 8a). All 
rejection frequencies increase with sample size T, but in a few cases, we now 
observe a lack of monotonicity of these rejections with respect to (0j)i=l 2, when 
the sample size is small and (0j)i=I 2 takes low values. Comparing these results 
in Tables 5-8 with those obtained in Tables 1-4, we see that in most of the 
cases, rejection frequencies are now slightly greater, but in general, results are 
similar across all tables, suggesting that the test statistic is not affected much by 
the different specifications of the variance-covariance matrix X.
In Tables 9 and 10 we present empirical sizes of the test in the frequency 
domain representation. Table 9 reports sizes of the test statistic S12 in (34), 
assuming first, in Table 9a, that X = I2, while in Table 9b we take X = [(1,1)’; 
(1,2)’]. As in all previous tables, we see that sizes are very small when T = 
50, however they improve considerably when we increase the sample size. 
Comparing empirical sizes in Table 9a with those in Tables 1-4, we see that 
they are very similar. When T = 50 the sizes are now slightly smaller than in 
the time domain versions of the tests, but when T = 100 or 200, they are slightly 
greater. We should mention here that results obtained in Table 9 (and also in 
Table 10) have been obtained using 1000 replications of each case, (unlike the 
5000 replications used in Tables 1-8). Therefore the difference may be largely 
due to the different number of replications used. When X * I2 (Table 9b) the
(Tables 9 and 10 about here)
same conclusions hold, with empirical sizes smaller than nominal ones but 
increasing with T, and observing few differences with respect to empirical sizes 
obtained in the time domain representation of the tests across Tables 5-8. 
Comparing results in Table 9b with those obtained in Table 9a, we again 
observe few differences, with the highest one occurring when T = 50 and a  = 
10%; in this case, the empirical sizes are 2.8% in Table 9a and 3.6% in Table 
9b, while in the remaining cases, the differences are not greater than 0.03% 
between both tables.
Finally, Table 10 reports sizes for the test statistic S2 in (37), i.e., the 
frequency domain representation of the test when U, is weakly parametrically 
autocorrelated. In Table 10a we assume that U, follows a VAR(l) 




























































































( U n i 0.5 0.2' f U i t - i l
f \ 
e u
KJ ,0.3 0.5, K J 2tJ
where e, is normally distributed with mean zero and variance-covariance matrix 
I2. In Table 10b we consider a VMA(l) structure on U, using the same 
parameters as in the VAR(l) case. That is,
N K + f0-5
0.2' / \ en-i
K J (o.3 0.5, \ 2t"ly
and again e, normally distributed with mean 0 and variance I2.
(63)
In both tables we see that sizes are now too large for all nominal sizes, 
especially when T = 50, however, as we increase the number of observations, 
these empirical sizes reduce and then tend to approximate to nominal ones. 
Thus, for the VAR(l) case (Table 10a), we see that if the number of 
observations is 200, the sizes are 10.4% for a  = 10%; 6.0% for a  = 5%; 3.1% 
for a  = 2.5%; and 1.2% for a  = 1%. When the VMA(l) structure is considered 
(Table 10b), empirical sizes are now slightly greater than in the VAR(l) case, 
but again we observe a considerable improvement when we increase the number 
of observations. Similar results were obtained when we used different 
parameters in (62) and (63) and a different variance-covariance matrix for the 
residuals e,.
As a conclusion, we can summarize the results obtained across these 
tables by saying that the score test statistics obtained in sections 2 - 5  seem to 
be adequate to test the null hypothesis of a random walk in this bivariate 
context. Though sizes are smaller than nominal ones in most of the cases, the 
performance of these tests seems quite good even for small departures of the 
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Appendix 1: Derivation of the score statistic S‘
The negative of the log-likelihood under (1), (2), (5), and Gaussianity of 
U,, can be expressed, apart from a constant as
, 'T  1 T
L(6,6,d) = llogdettf(d ) + U ff if iy w r 'U jf iM
2 2 f=i
T
= -^logdet/f(a) + ^  *(«)■ '®(i;0)Xl(6), (Al)
2 2 f=i
for any admissible a  and 8, where U,(0,8) = d>(L; 0)X,(8) and X,(8) = Y, - Z,(8). 
Starting with the first derivatives in (11),
, JL . .1












aiogp,(L;0) ir fa ^  aiogPw(L;0)
30 30
^(d) 1 (7,(0,8)
where U,(0,8) = (U|,(0,8);..;UNt(0,8))’ and X,(8) = (X„(8);..;XNt(8))\ and 
evaluating now this last expression at 0 = 0 we obtain




where e(ii)(I) = can be expanded as E  'lU L s,
30
in view of (8) and below, and the expression in (A2) becomes



































































































E E ^ E  M>E ó“v = 7E ò“vE *tf° cu ^  (**>
I< =  1 5 = 1  t -
N  T - 1
11 =  1 5  = 1
V = 1
where <5UV is the (u,v)th element of K(à) ' and 
C J s , 6) = f/„,,(6) Uv,J&).
1 t= 1
Calling L0 = L(iì)e=0, the first derivative with respect to 8 is
E  ^  ( y ; -  z f(6  ) j '»!» ( jl)  AT( tx) - 1 (z-) ( r r -  z t(6  ) )
2 f=i
<*, = J L
36 36
r  t
= — [-E  »',(6)/̂ ) ' 1̂ )  - |  E W '
36 2 r=l 2 <=1
1 7




^E » , ( s m a ) - i if1(5) -  £
2 /=i r=l
JL 3 IF,(5) , . _L dwxb)
E — 1 ̂ i( )̂ - E —
(=i 36 i=i 36
JL 3»yf(8)- E ---~—^ (“ ) 1U,(.&)■
U  35
(A5)




























































































— logdet£(dc) + — tr[jC(à)_1S(é)l,
2 2
T
where S(ò) = y |  Ut(ò) Ut(òY, and differentiating L0 with respect to óc leads to
t=i
^ t r [ K ( à y l (dK(à))] -  ± t r [K (à y l (dK(à))K(à) lS(6)] (A6)
2 2
= - j t r  [ ( c m à ) K ( à y1 (S(6) -  TK(à)) AT(d)_1]
= - l (vec(dK(à))y  (K(à yl ®  K ( à ) 1) vec(S(5) - TK(à) )
= -± dv (K (à )y D 'm(K{ày'  ® K(ày ' )  vec(S(6) - TK(à)), (A7)
where Dm is the duplication matrix, and using the well known result that 
tr[ABCD] = (vec A)’(D’ ® B)(vec C). Then, from (A7) we easily observe that
— £ = - ^ d L (K W ~ 1 ® m y 1) vec (S(&)- TK(a)). CA8)
3 a  2
Next we look at the second derivative matrices appearing in (11), and first 




N  T - 1 T -s  N
E E t r E W E ^ V ) .
and then we have that
# Lo
aeae'
È E E alog!; ft0) !'.,(»)E à -u „ji)
u = l s= 36'
É E *i"E  " - ( ^ E 31ogp-<t,0)
«=i t=i V— 1 ae'
N  T- 1 T -s
«=1 5=1 f=l \m =1




























































































E  E  t*u)E  M ) E  W e  ♦ ? ' « U - ( 4)' ■
u=l 5=1 f=l v=l \m  = l ;
In order to form (11), we need to take the expectation of this last 
expression. (Note that it is evaluated at 0 = 0, i.e. under H0 (4)). It is zero for 
the first summand given the uncorrelatedness in U, and since it involves terms 
of the form Uul m and Uv t+S, for m,s > 0. The expectation of the second 
summand is
E  £  *!■’£  a - i f  £  E ( u j H u j i ) )
11 =  1 5 = 1  V =1 f = l
7 - 1  /  \  N N
SE E E w T * " * .  = r E i - ^  E E
1  ) u = 1 V=1
(«) , lr(v)'I («) , (v)' • uv •
If, f|f. O f
U = 1 V = 1  5 = 1  5 = 1
Again from the first equality in (A4), we have that dLJdO can be rewritten as
-  K ( * ) ) Z * uv(pvw Y v .t -  k . , M
U = 1 5 = 1  f = 1 V = 1
and from this expression, we observe that
& L  p  N  T ~ l  T ~s  N
-------77 = -471E E *?°E TO»>E -  Pu(L )Y ul x
0006 06 “=1 5=1 f*l V=1
N N
* E - W E ^ p /^ v , , ) ]  =
v=1
E E » .  E (— ^ E + W E 6
t t  =  l  5 = 1  t = l  0 6  V =1 V= 1
MV V ,f+ 5V
0 6 7
* 0 ^ , ( 8) 0 ^ ,(4 )  A
p - W ^ E  q“v - - ^ 7  -  — ^ E  d“v P v W ^ J
0 6 ' 0 6 '  v - i
v r-i t-s
£ £ ♦ “ £
U = 1 5 = 1  f =  1
dW (6) N 06^FE o"v̂ j 4) + f/u,(8 )f :  o - a ^ j(5)




























































































= - £  £  ♦ « £  a “T
£1 = 1 J = 1  V=1 f = l
d W Jb)
3S'
. s i p , (8) 
i a « ) — ~ ~
36
(>49)
For the derivation of d7 L,/r) 0 5 a ’, we have that calling P,(8) = [P„(8);...;PNi(8)] 
the (p x N) matrix appearing in (A3), then
8L T




~ ^ P ' ( b ) k  \ d k ) k  l Ut(b) = - £ ( ( / , ( 6 ) ® P ^ v e c t f - ' i d i O K ' )
r=1 *=1
T
= - £  (t/,(6) ® i>,(6))(/T‘ ® K~l) D md v( k )
i=i
where K = K(oc), and therefore,
&L JL .
------2- = £  ( Ut(b) ®  J ^ W ^ d ) ' 1 ® K(d Yl) D m. (410)
303a (=i
Finally in order to complete the Hessian in (11) we still have to calculate some 














Next we consider d2LJd  8 3 a ’, and since
dL JL 31P(8)
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U  58
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ut(i>y ®i A  a W
as
v e c f ^ d r V t f f d ) ) ^ ) 1]
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(/f(d)-' 0  7f(d)’*)Z) . (A 12)
The final term in (11) that we should look at is 32 L„/3 ct )  a ’. 
Differentiating (A6) with respect to (5c, and recalling again K = K(0c), we have
- - t r [k ~ \dk )k ~ \dK )]  + - t r l k ^ d ^ K ^ d k ) ^ 1 S(8)]
2 2
+ - t r [ K  \ d K ) k ' \ d k ) K  lS(8)]
2
= --tr[(dK )K  \d K )K '*] + r r [ (d /0 * \ d k ) K XS(8)K 1 ]
2
= - - v e c (d k ) \ k ~ l ® K l)vec(dK) + vec(dk)\k 1 S(8)K ' ® K~') vec(dk)
2
= l® k 1)Dmdv(k)+dV(k)/D i ( k ' s ( 8 ) k ' ® k ' ) D mdv(k),
obtaining as a final expression for d2 LJd a d  A’
-|jD '(A T (d)1 0  K(d)-')Dm + Dj,(/f(d) , S(S)^(d)-1 0  K(ay ' )Dm.




























































































(A5) and (A8) to zero; however, for practical purposes and in order to simplify 
the computations, we can take any Tl/2-consistent estimates of 8 and a. We will 
assume that 8 is a consistent estimate of 8 and we will take K = K((x) = T 1 S(8). 
It follows then from previous pages that
a l ( °'-°’d) -  E  E  t " E  « U » > E
C7D u=i s=i t=i V=1
T  E  E  E  = r E E E  ^ “>a“vc  ,(*$).
1 f=l« = 1  5 = 1  V=1 U =1 5 = 1  V=1
E > 1 ( 0 ,5,&)'
3030/ = r E E o CT. i - i 71 A',






0 0 - D ^ K 1 ® K l)Dm
\ A /
»*»« /f - E E  °"°„E
t t  =  l  V=1 5 = 1
(A13)
W = limr
, 35 3 6 ' ;
is a positive definite matrix by assumption. (Note that the block diagonality in 
(A13) follows from expressions (A9), (A 10) and (A 12), given that 6UV 




























































































Appendix 2: Derivation of the score statistic S
For the derivation of the score test statistic in this context of weak 
parametric autocorrelation in U,, we assume that k and K in (20) are 
parameterized separately, so t  is taken to specify k and a  to specify K. Thus, 
the spectral density matrix of U,(9;8) for any admissible 8 and t  is
f(A; a; t) = —  k(X;i)K (d) k(A.;t>* (B7)
2u
where k(A.;t) = J^ A (j; t)e aE
j=o
It is also assumed that A(0;t) = IN (the N-rowed identity matrix) for any 
X in Euclidean space Rq, and that f(X,;ft;t) is a finite, positive matrix, with 
eigenvalues bounded and bounded away from zero at any frequency on a 
neighborhood N’ of X and M' of a. Also, we assume that each element of 
f(A,;t), fuv(A,;t), as defined below (B4), must be continuous in (A.,t) for t  e N‘ 
and have first and second derivatives with respect to "t continuous in (A.,t) for 
X e N*.
Taking now T| = (0’;a’ ;8’ ;'C,) \  the negative of the log-likelihood based on 
Gaussianity of Ut can be expressed as
l(f|) = -lo g d et J(ot;f) + ^  UfO.&y.T'fd;*) U(0,5), (B2)
where U(0,8) = (U,(0,8); U2(0,8);... ;UT(0,8))\ and J(ri,t) is a (NT x NT) 
matrix with Js.,((5c,t) = f* e ,('~'>xJ(X;a;i)dX in the (t,s) block of N2 elements,
J -7t .
for any admissible tic, o and t. However, given the computational difficulty of 
this expression, especially when N and T are large, under suitable conditions, 
(B2) can be approximated by
L(0;a;8;f) = |lo g d e tf(^ ;d ;- t)  + trff H ^ d j^ y ^ O j f i ) ] ,  (B3) 
z z  r
where I,j(A.r;0;8) is the periodogram of U,(0;8) evaluated at frequencies Xr = 
27tr/T and the sum on * is as described in Section 2.
Calling now 8 any Tl/2-consistent estimate of 8 and & as defined in 
Appendix 1, we can concentrate both out and consider






























































































K K  *) = - J - K w m w w ,2n
and
i ^X-Q)  = W(X;,Q)W(.X;,Q\ with W(À,;0) = - L - £  I / /0 ;8 )e ‘V .
\j2nT 1=1
Then we can express a score test statistic as:
3L(0;x) J J  32L (0;i)i
f
F ( 02L(0;t)'| | ' IE[0 2L(0;x)i
se ' [ \ 0000' { 000t' J , 3x0x/ ; [ 0 t00' j
0L(6;t)
00 0 =o,t=x> (B5)
where the expectations are taken under the null hypothesis (4) prior to 
substitution of t, where t  can be any consistent estimate of x under (4).
We start with 5L (9;t)/3 9, and from (B4), we see that it is
i t  f ^ v e c 'C / ^ e ) ) )  v e c ( f - \ x r f )
2 V  136
= i È E E dî K,Q) ivu00 f  (Ar;x), (B 6)2  r u=l v=l
where Iuv(A.r;9) is the (u,v)th element of fu(A.r;9), and f v(Xr;x) is the (u,v)th element 
of f'(A.r;x). We first concentrate on
31 ( M )
00 10=0 06
-  M = E  E Uu,t(0;6)Uvs(0;6)ei(t-sH'
 ̂4 71 1 t=i S=I 10=0
T T




1 -L _L . [ 01ogp (L;0)
^ E  E uu,<(0;S) - -Uv,s(6;6)
x 1 t=i \ 092 n T f
i(t-s)At |
10 =0
7 = E E E t W ) u >I t=1 S=1 ra=1
i( t—s)Xr +  1




























































































T- 1 T-m T T- 1 T T-m
r-ÿE  I  vjtw jlt).**-* * E ♦?< “V r -
2 ^ . 1  r=l s=l m = l ^ 7 I -' f=l  s=l
E E
and, under suitable conditions, (with m = 1,2,...,M < T-l, for sufficiently large 
M), this expression becomes asymptotically
( % M r ) + ëM(K)) [J K M  m
Substituting now (B7) in (B6) we obtain that c>L(6;t) / <90 |9_0 is asymptotically 
^ E E E  ( e ( u , ( ^ )  + S , ( A r) )  I uv( X r; ô ) f ™ ( X r ; i ) .  (B8)
z  r u-1 v =l
We next examine the second derivative matrices appearing in (B5), and 




; E E E W ^ ) + e(v)(^))
3 /J A r,0)
30'
f  (X,;i)
and using again (B7), this last expression evaluated at 0 = 0, becomes for large 
T
^ E E E  (S )(* r) + * ( # , ) )  + S ) ( ^ ) / ) U ^ ; 6 ) / V“(^ ;t) ,
z  r  u=l v=l
whose asymptotic expectation is
^ E E E  (sA >+ *<#,)) +^ r u=1 v=l
given that, heuristically, if f(A.;t) is continuous in X, E(IUV(A.)) —*T_„ fuv(X;x), for 
fixed X. (See Brillinger (1981)). We can write this last expression as
• «
& £ (■ W ( ^ )S ,^ r ) /+ S ) ( ^ ) e(v)^r)/ + S ) ( ^ ) C( . , ( ^ ) +€(v,(^)e(V)'W)
V = 1
x / jx rii)n x r;i) = j E E y v ^ E t o / V )
r u=1 v=l
+ { Ê  E S)( )̂ E fJK>vnx,i)




























































































+ ^ E E E M ^ s A - ) '  + ««< **«<  m
^  r u=\ v=l
which first two summands will be approximately zero noting that
E fu r̂’V f^r’V = Y,L(Xr̂ VVU(Xr’i'> = 1
V=1
E ew ( ^ et t ) ( ^ / -  T ^ K ) % ) ( K y  -  0. (BIO)
for all u,v = 1,2,..,N. To see this last result, note that approximating the sum 
by an integral
f % , ( » % , * f t  ♦ ? •* * • £
-it - i t 1' 1 m’ 1
CO oo
= ^2  ^ “'(cosAs + isinA,5)52 'I’m* (coskm  + isix\Xm)dX
= E E
s~  1 m - 1
J cosXscosXmdX  -  J s inXssinXmdX
\ -*
= 0,
and identically for the second term in (BIO).
Now we look at the (p x q) matrix d2 L(9;t)/d 9 3 t ’ in (B5) which, 
evaluated at 9 = 0, is
d
dx'
(  , » N N
Je e e  + eM(kr))ijxr-MnK^
L r u - \  v=l
N N
• - Æ t t
Z  r  u = 1 v=l O T
and whose expectation for large T is
* "  d f v\ k r;z)
dx'
1 * o  (A •
^ E E E  (* » < * ,)+
^  r «=1 v-1




























































































This last expression can also be shown in terms of the derivatives of f 
with respect to t  (instead of the derivatives of its inverse, f '1). (B11) can be 
expressed as
9 2-/ /av^r»T) . ,
L  r i i = 1 v = l a t '  
d f v\ X ; , i )
^ E E  _
^  r  v —1 u  = l  O T
(M2)
(573)
w he r e
dra-i)
d i '
■ s \d f \ X r; i )  d f u(Xr; i)
d i, d i 9 7
Now using the relationship
a/~‘a  ;i) d /U :i)  ...






, N d /“ (Xr;i)
d x .
W K A )  . ..
---TT---- /  C^-r^)OT-
3 /  & &
d i ,
A K A )  = - f  \ X ; , i )
, a/(Ar;T)
d i,
implying this two equalities that
* ,  d f ^ X - i )
H U K A )  1 '
v - 1 OX-
£  d f J X - A )  p ,E —t:-- / Wv=1 d t, ( M 4 )
and
£  ?T(^) * „  . s  9 / J X - i )E —j:— fJKs) = - E/
«=1 dt. U-l di,
(M J )































































































L  r «=1 v=l
N N
. ^ df u v ( W  -
2  r  v=l
- ' E E  s » ( V  E / ' M ^  - t E E  y v E A wa t '
^ E E E  M V  *
Z  r  u= l v=l 0 T
( B 16)
Finally, we look at the (qxq) matrix d 2L(8;t)/d t  5 t ’. The uth element of 
3L(0;t)/at is
----- - - \
- i f
Si  2 , I U 7 ^  r














Then, —  , evaluated at 0 = 0 , becomes-.
at., at.
i f  d f ^ W W W ^  .w / ,
2 r drv dxu dxudzv axv axH
? - i , a2/ ^  -t) . a / a - t )  a /" ‘a  ;t)
f  ( W ~ L  L  f  - f  ( W  L  -
a i u5 tv at., at..
^-i/n . ^ df t W } - i /y . , d A w  . , & A w
2 r  at
a/(Ar;t) a/(A.r;t) ,
0 t f. 3 ^ 3 *v
2̂ iv *t . • \




























































































. , dJ{X:t)  . , df i X' i )  ...
/  \ X r;i) JK "  f  \ x A\ ) J — r— f  \ X r;x)/„(*,;«) ), 
ox, ax„
and whose asymptotic expectation is
2 r
. .  df(A. ;t) - _ i  .
f  ( * , ; * ) — — — f  ( * , ; * )
0 f ( A r; t )  ^
at,. at. ( M 7 )





























































































a = 10 %
Table la): T = 50
TABLE 1
Rejection frequencies of S12 in (32) with I  = I2
True model: 0, = 02 = 0. No. of replications: 5000
0, /02 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 .999 .998 .977 .939 .952 .988 .998 1.000
-0.6 .999 .998 .984 .904 .772 .829 .953 .994 .999
-0.4 .996 .982 .910 .677 .428 .576 .871 .982 .997
-0.2 .979 .902 .674 .322 .128 .316 .751 .957 .996
0 .933 .768 .430 .126 .033 .206 .660 .939 .992
0.2 .954 .823 .563 .308 .203 .336 .725 .944 .994
0.4 .985 .952 .863 .746 .661 .724 .894 .980 .997
0.6 .999 .994 .978 .953 .930 .944 .979 .995 .999




-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .989 .933 .979 .999 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 .989 .805 .417 .751 .987 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 .998 .935 .411 .053 .516 .964 .999 1.000
0.2 1.000 .999 .971 .756 .518 .767 .985 .999 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 .999 .987 .967 .984 .998 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000




-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .993 .834 .984 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 .827 .072 .849 .999 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .988 .858 .984 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000






























































































True model: 0, = 02 = 0.
of S'2 in (32) with I  = I2
No. of replications: 5000
Table 2a): T  = 50




-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 .999 .998 .981 .889 .744 .811 .947 .993 .999
-0.6 .997 .986 .918 .708 .462 .601 .879 .984 .998
-0.4 .980 .919 .726 .400 .181 .358 .778 .962 .996
-0.2 .888 .700 .394 .132 .039 .209 .660 .935 .990
0 .741 .457 .170 .037 .012 .147 .585 .910 .987
0.2 .805 .591 .350 .205 .137 .256 .646 .923 .989
0.4 .944 .873 .769 .659 .582 .648 .846 .968 .996
0.6 .993 .977 .959 .927 .904 .920 .967 .992 .998
0.8 1.000 .999 .996 .991 .987 .988 .997 .999 1.000
Table 2b):
e , / e2
T = 100
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .998 .989 .996 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 .998 .958 .803 .925 .998 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 .998 .958 .618 .221 .632 .976 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 .987 .798 .206 .020 .426 .945 .999 1.000
0.2 1.000 .996 .922 .637 .425 .693 .976 .999 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 .997 .975 .949 .975 .997 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 2c):
0 , / e2
T = 200
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .997 .680 .966 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 .999 .671 .032 .793 .999 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 .999 .969 .808 .972 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000





























































































Rejection frequencies of S'2 in (32) with I  = I2
True model: 0, =  0 2 =  0. No. of replications: 5000---- -------- - ~ L
a = 2.5 %
Table 3a): T = 50
0, /02 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 .997 .982 .905 .672 .416 .563 .869 .982 .998
-0.6 .985 .926 .750 .428 .187 .371 .784 .965 .995
-0.4 .905 .745 .471 .170 .054 .232 .682 .940 .992
-0.2 .666 .412 .174 .044 .010 .143 .585 .906 .986
0 .404 .182 .053 .011 .004 .105 .521 .880 .981
0.2 .548 .358 .228 .137 .100 .198 .575 .895 .984
0.4 .863 .776 .681 .578 .516 .581 .798 .951 .993
0.6 .976 .960 .935 .900 .872 .891 .956 .988 .998




-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .998 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .995 .955 .983 .999 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 .992 .880 .602 .834 .993 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 .992 .880 .413 .092 .526 .963 .999 1.000
0 .997 .953 .591 .089 .010 .354 .924 .998 1.000
0.2 .999 .980 .836 .527 .349 .621 .963 .999 1.000
0.4 1.000 .999 .992 .961 .928 .963 .996 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000




-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .996 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .941 .495 .934 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 .996 .495 .014 .742 .999 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 .999 .941 .754 .957 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000




























































































a = 1 %
Table 4a): T  = 50
TABLE 4
Rejection frequencies of S'2 in (32) with X = I2
True model: 0 , = 0 2 = 0. No. of replications: 5000
e , / e 2 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 .962 .874 .651 .289 .096 .293 .740 .956 .994
-0.6 .875 .704 .406 .134 .035 .204 .661 .933 .990
-0.4 .646 .403 .164 .039 .010 .141 .583 .905 .986
-0.2 .288 .136 .040 .006 .001 .096 .500 .869 .979
0 .098 .034 .010 .003 .001 .070 .438 .832 .973
0.2 .281 .205 .136 .091 .066 .141 .500 .853 .976
0.4 .734 .663 .573 .494 .442 .500 .739 .932 .989
0.6 .950 .928 .898 .862 .830 .850 .931 .983 .997




-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 .995 .979 .991 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 .997 .956 .805 .925 .998 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 .998 .962 .688 .307 .685 .982 1.000 1.000
-0.2 .997 .958 .692 .199 .026 .416 .941 .998 1.000
0 .976 .801 .295 .025 .004 .281 .892 .997 1.000
0.2 .990 .923 .685 .405 .279 .530 .944 .999 1.000
0.4 .999 .997 .980 .937 .897 .945 .994 .999 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .998 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 4c):
o , / e2
T = 200
-0.8 - 0.6 - 0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
- 0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
- 0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .975 .997 1.000 1.000 1.000
- 0.2 1.000 1.000 .999 .848 .275 .886 .999 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 .971 .279 .005 .673 .999 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 .998 .892 .686 .932 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .998 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000





























































































Rejection frequencies of S12 in (32) with E  =
True model: 0, = 02 = 0.
a = 10 %
No. of replications:
Table 5a): T = 50
0 ,/0 2 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
-0.8 1.000 .999 .998 .997 .998 .999 .999 1.000
-0.6 1.000 .998 .989 .969 .982 .997 .999 1.000
-0.4 .998 .987 .912 .770 .841 .975 .998 1.000
-0.2 .998 .968 .768 .346 .319 .816 .983 .999
0 .998 .985 .834 .323 .039 .431 .921 .994
0.2 .999 .997 .974 .813 .442 .340 .824 .987
0.4 1.000 .999 .998 .981 .917 .824 .895 .985
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .995 .987 .987 .996
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999
Table 5b): T = 100
0,/02 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 .999 .996 .998 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 .996 .813 .764 .997 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 .998 .768 .061 .821 .998 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .995 .825 .765 .992 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .994 .998 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 5c):
0 , / e2
T = 200
- 0.8 - 0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
- 0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
- 0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
- 0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
- 0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .993 .991 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 .990 .075 .989 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .988 .989 .983 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000




























































































































Rejection frequencies of S'2 in (32) with E  =
True model: 0, = 02 = 0.
a = 5 %
No. of replications: 5000
Table 6a): T = 50
e , / e 2 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 .999 .998 .990 .979 .986 .997 .999 1.000 1.000
-0.6 .997 .987 .932 .866 .921 .986 .998 .999 1.000
-0.4 .988 .930 .743 .503 .625 .920 .992 .999 1.000
-0.2 .975 .861 .500 .152 .144 .688 .964 .996 .999
0 .986 .913 .618 .149 .014 .327 .882 .987 .999
0.2 .996 .984 .916 .685 .340 .256 .766 .978 .997
0.4 .999 .998 .992 .960 .879 .764 .846 .976 .997
0.6 1.000 1.000 .999 .998 .991 .979 .977 .992 .999
0.8 1.000 1.000 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 1.000
Table 6b):
e , / e 2
T = 100
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 .999 .982 .993 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 .999 .983 .630 .571 .989 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 .992 .594 .021 .750 .998 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .985 .754 .689 .988 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 .989 .997 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 6c): 
0 i /e 2
T = 200
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .979 .970 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 .968 .032 .979 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .980 .972 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000





























































































Rejection frequencies of S12 in (32) with 52 =
True model: 9, = 02 = 0.
a  = 2.5 %
No. of replications: 5000











Table 7b): T = 100










-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0
.987 .942 .889 .921
.928 .786 .634 .753
.786 .487 .243 .366
.627 .247 .051 .005
.737 .374 .061 .005
.937 .814 .556 .261
.992 .973 .927 .826
.999 .998 .993 .983
.999 .999 .999 .999
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 .999 1.000
1.000 .993 .939 .975
.999 .938 .431 .380
1.000 .974 .392 .010
1.000 .999 .971 .689
1.000 1.000 1.000 .997
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
.981 .996 .999 .999
.939 .992 .999 .999
.817 .977 .996 .999
.553 .934 .991 .999
.251 .835 .982 .998
.196 .709 .968 .995
.702 .798 .963 .996
.969 .968 .988 .997
.998 .997 .998 1.000
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
.972 1.000 1.000 1.000
.668 .996 1.000 1.000
.618 .983 1.000 1.000
.985 .997 1.000 1.000
.999 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 7c):


































































































































Rejection frequencies of S'2 in (32) with E  =
True model: 0, = 02 = 0.
a = 1 %
No. of replications: 5000
Table 8a): T  = 50
0, /02 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 .966 .890 .722 .552 .651 .883 .975 .993 .998
-0.6 .885 .720 .452 .263 .402 .797 .965 .992 .998
-0.4 .716 .446 .184 .006 .137 .643 .938 .991 .998
-0.2 .553 .260 .062 .007 .016 .404 .880 .984 .998
0 .638 .400 .140 .021 .001 .182 .769 .973 .995
0.2 .879 .791 .634 .415 .190 .140 .632 .947 .994
0.4 .971 .955 .930 .870 .763 .640 .735 .947 .994
0.6 .993 .993 .989 .982 .971 .949 .952 .982 .996
0.8 .999 .999 .998 .999 .997 .996 .996 .998 .999
Table 8b):
e , / e 2
T = 100
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 .999 .994 .997 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 .999 .963 .792 .907 .998 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 .995 .798 .213 .205 .938 .999 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 .998 .898 .198 .003 .579 .992 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 .997 .934 .600 .533 .976 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .993 .974 .994 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 8c):
e , /e 2
T = 200
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
-0.8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
-0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 .853 .810 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 .819 .005 .942 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .948 .929 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.4 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000





























































































Table 9a: Empirical sizes of S'2 in (34) with X = I, 
True model: 0, = 02 = 0. No. of replications: 1000
T \ a 10% 5% 2.5% 1%
50 0.028 0.012 0.001 0.000
100 0.058 0.019 0.010 0.006
200 0.074 0.038 0.020 0.008
Table 9b: Empirical sizes of S'2 in (34) with X = ( 1 1\ 1 2
True model: 0, = 02 = 0. No. of replications: 1000
T \ a 10% 5% 2.5% 1%
50 0.036 0.012 0.002 0.000
100 0.057 0.021 0.008 0.005
200 0.076 0.035 0.017 0.006
TABLE 10
Table 10a: Empirical sizes of S2 in (37) with a VAR(l) structure on U, 
True model: 0, = 02 = 0. No. of replications: 1000
T \ a 10% 5% 2.5% 1%
50 0.134 0.074 0.040 0.017
100 0.123 0.069 0.035 0.014
200 0.104 0.060 0.031 0.012
Table 10b: Empirical sizes of S2 in (37) with a VM A(l) structure on
True model: 02 = 02 = 0- No. of replications: 1000
T \ a 10% 5% 2.5% 1%
50 0.207 0.154 0.127 0.097
100 0.137 0.090 0.054 0.045
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